A DISTINGUISHED REVOLVER MATCH
MATCH IS TO BE FIRED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING RULES
Eligibility - Only individuals who are eligible for NRA Pistol Competition pursuant to Section 2 of the NRA Pistol
Rules, firing in the NRA National Outdoor Pistol Championships, NRA Registered State Championship Tournaments,
or NRA Pistol Regions, shall be eligible to compete in this program.
Awards - The NRA Distinguished Revolver Badge will be awarded to those competitors who earn a total of 30 points
through unassisted individual competition in NRA Distinguished Revolver Matches. Credit points will be awarded to the
highest scoring 10 percent of all non-Distinguished Revolver competitors firing the match ranked in order of merit.
Fractions of .5 and over will be resolved to the next whole number. Smaller fractions will not be considered. The winning
ten percent as described above will be further broken down and credit points awarded as follows:
To the highest scoring 1/6th of the 10% qualifying - 10 points
To the next highest scoring 1/3rd of the 10% qualifying - 8 points
To the remaining competitors authorized credit points - 6 points
Course of Fire - The NRA National Match Course will be used for all competitions under this program. Tournaments
wishing to host competitions under this program are limited to National Championships, State Championships, and
Registered Tournaments as defined in Rule 1.6 which are conducted outdoors. Where a tournament is conducted in a
single day, multiple relays of this match may be conducted throughout the day. Where a tournament is conducted
across two or more days, multiple relays of this match may be conducted across multiple days and throughout each day.
Rule 3.1.4 Distinguished Revolver. The revolver must be capable of chambering and firing 158 grain round nose or
semi-wadcutter .38 Special cartridges. It must be a factory manufactured revolver with no external modification,
except for stocks which may be modified or changed because of the size of a competitor's hand or to facilitate loading..
No parts may be removed from the revolver, either externally or internally nor may any be added. Specifically
prohibited is any system of recoil control based upon compensators, barrel venting, barrel porting or weighted grips.
Exposed holes that have been drilled and tapped for mounting of a scope are not considered to be an external
modification..
A. Trigger — Must have single and double action capability and must be capable of lifting two and one- half
pounds when the gun is cocked for single action firing. Triggers will be weighed. Any trigger, sold by the
manufacturer of the revolver, without modification may be used.
B. Sights. - Fixed or adjustable rear sights may be used. Adjustable front sights are not permitted.
C. Barrel. - Length not to exceed 6 1/2 inches.
D. Stocks. Except as set forth above, the right and left stocks must be mirror images of each other.
E. Ammunition. Any safe .38 caliber ammunition using the 158 grain round nose or semi-wadcutter bullet only.
F. The following are not allowed: Trigger shoes, Compensators of any type or design. Any external trigger stop
device or any trigger stop not originally installed by the factory as original equipment in stock revolvers of the same
make and model, tape on the stocks, stocks flared at the base or any substance which results in a sticky surface to the
stock or hand.
$5.00 FEE FOR THE DISTINGUISHED MATCH WILL BE COLLECTED

